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jean-paul olivier has been teaching business and financial mathematics, as well as business statistics and quantitative methods for the past 21
years. he is a dedicated instructor interested in helping his students succeed through multi-media teaching involving powerpoints, videos,

whiteboards, in-class discussions, readings, online software, and homework practice. he regularly facilitates these quantitative courses and leads a
team of instructors. you may have met jean-paul at various mathematical and statistical symposiums held throughout canada (and the world). he

has contributed to various mathematical publications for the major publishers with respect to reviews, powerpoint development, online algorithmic
authoring, technical checks, and co-authoring of textbooks. this text represents jean-pauls first venture into solo authoring samah elzahdan

principal ms. elzahdan holds a b.a. in business administration and management information systems from governors state university and a m. in
school guidance counseling from lewis university with a type 73 illinois counseling certificate. she is completing her m. in educational

administration principal leadership from governors state university in 2022. ms. elzahdan has been at cpsa since 2013 serving as the chief
guidance counselor and dean of student affairs until she was appointed principal of cpsa in 2020. in addition, ms. elzahdan is a proud cpsa parent.
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she decided to teach me the concepts and processes behind why she loves math, and how it has led her to a career in education. she explained
that mathematics and critical thinking are often misunderstood and wrongly associated. at times, she said, people may think shes a math dork, a
nerd, or a cheater. but she explained that that wasnt the case. she loves mathematics because it has helped her overcome obstacles in her life,

and the obstacles that she sees now are the same obstacles that she sees in her students. teaching math to her students means teaching them to
be critical thinkers, problem solvers, creative thinkers, and to the world around them. a number of her favorite concepts to teach are concepts that

are useful to the business world. because of her passion for mathematics, she was more than happy to teach me how to think critically and
creatively about math. as she explained, youll be able to see all these things if youre willing to learn. youll see that math can be fun, youll see that

math can be exciting. youll see the beauty of the math, and youll see how math makes our world a better place, she said that, for example, she
had never really studied the concept of symmetry in school before. it was such a beautiful concept that i would never have had the opportunity to
appreciate it on my own. you learn a lot of these concepts in school, but you learn them in a very formal way. with her help, i was able to re-learn

how to approach the concepts in a fun and personal way. she said that youll be able to see that mathematics is everywhere, that if you stop to
think about it, there are mathematical concepts everywhere. 5ec8ef588b
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